
1. Complete DIY Type Dome House

2. Highly Durable, Eco-Friendly Materials

3. Affordable Start-Up

The DZP1108 is an easy
do it yourself prefabricated dome 
that can be  easily assembled or
 disassembled. 
(You can check the video of assembling/installing

the product on the DSP1108 Dome official website.)

The dome is made of UV/HDPE
( High Density Polyethylene) which is a 
semi-permanent material impermeable 
to leaks.

F o r  t h o s e  w h o  d r e a m  o f  t h e
accommodation (hotel, pension, etc.)
business's external facilities services,
simple accommodation (camping, glamping),
and prefabricated external structure sales,
they can start the business at a low cost
of facility investment.

Available Place

Camping Farmhouse
Shelter

Bungalow/
Shelter

Special Training
Center

Refugee house Astronomical
Observatory

Rooftop

Smoking Booth

plant cultivation
house

Private Performance
& Workroom

PlayroomSales/Event
Booth

DZP1108 a new way to live outdoors.

This dome offers multi-functionality, is

extremely easy to assemble or disassemble,

and is very transportable.

Scientific Nature of the Dome House

Optimal energy saving due to convection

phenomenon caused by smooth air circulation

Rigidity as it is a structure that

receives very little wind resistance.

Safe without pillars or

beams to collapse

Strong against external pressure and

shock and vibration such as earthquakes

DZP1108 DOME
SPACES



Specification

102.3622”

62.9921”

59.05512”

29.
527

6”

38.5827”

132.2835”

118.1102”

Size

Weight

Material

Configuration

11.02362 x 8.53018373 (feet)

about 300kg

HDPE

Upper/Lower/Floor

Panel, Lighting Roof

Photo Source: Jeju Island 'Uzusun' Blog

Dimension feet and inches



DZP1108 is great for user

convenience.The unit is patented.

Comes complete with skylight, door, 

window, floor, carpet.

Daylighting is available at night, with
heat-resistant, durable materials.
(Poly Carbonate)

Adjust the amount of indoor ventilation
as necessary.

This is can block UV rays coming from
the lighting roof during the day when the
sun is hot.

The lathe, which includes cup holders and
mobile phone hangers, is customized for
DZP1108.

(Not applicable for Basic dome specification) (Not applicable for Basic dome specification) (Not applicable for Basic dome specification)

Dedicated carpeting allows you to create
a comfortable and warm indoor environment.

Sun Visor Shelf Carpet

Provides a basic floor panel that blocks
moisture and pests on the floor and
relieves impact.

Floor Panel Manual Ventilation System Lighting Roof

Beige Green Grey Blue

Open Close



DZP1108 is made from High

[High Density Polyethylene] and is a

Density Polyethylene . It is non toxic 

environmentally friendly material.

 
DZP1108 is resistant to heat and cold and 

completely waterproof. The dome comes

complete with floor ,skylight ,hydraulic

entrance door with internal lock, window 

,outdoor carpet.

Additional windows can be added.

External access can be restricted
to devices that can be locked from
the inside.

Rain visor is removable

Up to 7 windows can be added.

 

The exterior walls of the hollow structure
greatly enhance internal insulation.

Skylight is polycarbonate and 
can be opened or closed.

The door is a high and low hatch type
door that uses a hydraulic shoba, which
sets it apart from other common doors.
(With Internal Locking)

 Sky Light Rain VisorDouble Structure Panel

Window Lock EntranceWindow

※ This product includes regional differential shipping costs unless promotional events are held.

※ For the exact price, options, and VAT of this product, please consult with the dealer in charge.

※ Parts and model names included in this product may be changed depending on the manufacturer's situation.

※ The thickness of this product may vary depending on the manufacturing process, and the color may look different depending

    on the angle of light and the transmittance.



Assembly

DZP1108 can be set up and used in all types of terrain.. .



DZP1108 is versatile in its uses.



I

info@domespaces.com

TEL. 1 561-807-1969


